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It is shown that at nonzero temperature it is possiblethat anomaliesin representationsof
symmetry groups and gaugegroups, present at zero temperature, disappear.Severalexamples
are given, Thus the idea that anomaliesin baryon currents might have causedthe baryon
imbalance in the early hot universe needsreconsideration.

I. INTRODUCTION

In quantum mechanics in the Heisenberg picture, a
symmetry group G acts by *-automorphisms on the algebra
& of observables. Thus we have a homomorphism 7:
G- Aut ,d in which r8 (A ) is the observableA transformed
by the group elementg. In the Schrodingerpicture we have,
for eachg c G, a unitary operator U, implementing the symmetry; thus .Q’is concretely representedby a representation
P on a Hilbert spaceH, and U, acts on Hand obeys
(unless the symmetry is spontaneouslybroken in which case
we restrict to the subgroup of unbroken symmetries).
However, the map g- U, is in generalonly a projective,
not a true representation.A spectacular example of this is
seen in Galilean-invariant quantum mechanics.There, the
six-parameterAbelian group of spacetranslations and Galilean (velocity) transformations is representedby the quantum-mechanical operators U(a) = eiPBand V(v) = emixv.
If we include in .&’ unobservablefields like fermions,
then gauge groups get representedalong with &. In that
case,the observablesare representedreducibly, and the multipliers betweensomegaugegroups and, e.g., time evolution
are called anomalies.The gaugecurrentsx, usually required
to be conserved, acquire an anomalous divergence 8, jr
which induces a violation of the law of conservation of the
corresponding charge. This idea has been proposed as an
explanation of the imbalance of baryons and antibaryons in
the universe.
A simple example of an anomaly between energy and
momentum is given in Ref. 1. There, a linear spin systemin a
constant magnetic field h is representedin the state with a
domain boundary at some point, say x = 0. It is found that
the time-evolution operators U(t) exist, as do the (discrete)
space translations V(n); but these do not commute, even
though the correspondingautomorphisms of the algebrado
commute. So we have an anomaly. In fact, U(t) V(n)
= eihntV( n) U(t).

In Sec.II we study the samemodel at nonzero temperature, and, to our surprise, we find that there is no anomaly:
U(t) and V(n) commute in this representation.
Henle’showed that in a representationwith a properly
” Permanent address: Department of Mathematics, King’s College, London WCZRZLS.

infinite commutant, we can always representa group (acting
continuously) with no multiplier. We generalizethis result
in Sec.III to groups acting ultraweakly continuously. Thus
there is no multiplier if the cornmutant is of type II, or III.
The latter is the caseat nonzero temperature.Thus anomalies melt at positive temperatures,and the model of Sec.II is
just one exampleof this. At infinite temperaturesthe algebra
is of type II,, and the equilibrium state is the trace. This is
invariant under all automorphism, and so by the GNS construction, we get no multipliers. Thus at nonzero temperatures multipliers disappearand symmetry is restored.
In Sec.IV we collect the various results and examples.
II. AN EXAMPLE

We consider the example of Sec. III of Ref. 1, but at
nonzero temperature. Thus the algebra, the spin algebra
over Z, is o jh z M$” and the time evolution is given by
.d
where A = Ojez Ai,
r,(A) = Qjsz ei4,)rA,e-l (/)I
Aj E M2. The spaceevilution L given by ((T, (A))j = A, _ n.
Theseautomorphisms commute. Now consider this algebra in the representation given by 8 jt Z p,&j’ = wp and
py’(A)
= Tr(e-h”BA)/Tr(e-h”“).
This describes the
spin chain in a constant magnetic field h in the third direction at the temperature T = /3 -‘. In this section we put
h = 1. The ground state is lima, mog = w, . The GNS Hilbert spaceofpy) is four dimensional.The statews is a spacetime invariant state which obeys the KMS condition. The
Hilbert spaceH, of the latter coming from GNS construction can be expressedas a von Neumann incomplete infinite
tensor product 8 jC a C4.Let ( rrP,H,, R) be the GNS representation of this state. Let y: & -+ & be the automorphism
which reduces to I for operators in o 1 f, ikfij) and to
8(a’...a’...
) for operators in o ,??,, M ii). Then n-P0 y is
the representationgiven by the state
tip 0 y= a*. 8 pg2’ @ P;- 1) @ Jpp 0’
@a’Pya’e

...

giving the state
“‘8

t Q t-” tl Q 1***
- 10
warmed up to temperature l//3. Let fl, be the cyclic vector
of the state wg 0 y. At zero temperature, the implementing
operators of time and space transformations do not commute. But in or, 0 y we can construct commuting implemen-
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ters, i.e., the anomaly has gone. They are: V(t) given by the
GNS construction from the invariant state; V(n) : restricted
to tie is given by the operator (12positive)
***eI@

ve--.c3

v @I”‘.

n times

The first V, given below, is at the position zero, and is unitarily equivalent to the representation of V’ on C?. Thus V(n)
shifts the domain wall in $2, it steps to the right.
Similarly one argues for n negative.
U(t) restricted to a,, is given by . +*o U, o U,
0 u;-- (simply by tensoring up U, ). Vis given as a matrix
0 0 0 1
1 0
0 1 0 0
v01 0 0 0
and U, is given by

-( 1

00
0
0
_
1
I(

u c-

0

e2”

0

0

0

0

e-2ir

0

0

0

00

*

The construction of lJ, involves the modular antiunitary in
representationof M2 (C) by the statep8.3 U, = eiHt,where

00 0 0
1
H=(
0 0
00
02

-2
0

0
0

’

H is detined by p3 as
H = a(d)

- d(d),

and
where
n-u)lPj$
n-(A)lpy) = [&$PA
= 1pr A *) = &-(A).& for A real, (A E M,(C)), where
/l
0 0 o\

In (g,j CT, Jz, is given from the GNS construction as
QDjr: Sz, @)I”=I &, where 0, = (l/a,O,O,l/,B), and a2
= VCI,; l/a = (,~r)l’~, l/p= (s~)“~. The parameters s,
and s, come from
0
$1
Ps =
0
s2
(
>;
si and s2are positive and add up to 1. One sees,that U(t) and
V(n) commute on fzO,so by the properties of the GNS construction and the fact that the automorphisms commute,
they commute.
As another example, consider a Boson field algebra &’
at temperature l/p. To any canonical pair of coordinates
p, q of the field, the group W2 acts on A by ( p,q)
- ( p + x, q + v) , (x, y E R2). In the Fock representation
this automorphism is spatial and is implementedby the Weyl
operators of the mode in question: W(x, y) = eiCpy- qX).
This provides a projective representationof R2. But at non-

zero temperature, the same automorphism can be implemented by
@v,Y) = q3W(x,.Y)) Q Jbq3ww>))J-L.
By the general KMS theory, the latter factor lies in rrg (A)’
and so does not interfere with the implementation, which is
done by the first factor. The presenceof J however, ensures
that/( na( W(x, y)))J - ’representsthe Heisenbergcommutation rules with a changeofsign of i, and so the generatorsof
FV(X, y) commute; if we regard canonical variablesasgenerators of automorphisms, then they can be representedby
classical (commuting) variables at l/,5> 0. If, however,
these variables are observablein their own right, we use ‘ir
not v cpJrJ -’ to represent them. Currents, typically, are
defined only as generators of transformations, and so we
have a mechanism for the cancellation of anomalies:
III. HENLE’S THEOREM

In 1970,J. Henle proved a theorem that can be applied
directly to the example of Sec. II; it implies that in v-~ 0 y
there existsa true representationof the automorphism group
of space-time.
Theorem (Henle’): Let d be a V-algebra C B(H), G
be a locally compact group, H a separable Hilbert space.
Moreover, let &’ havea properly infinite commutant, and let
7: G-t Am &’ be a norm-continuous homomorphism of G
into Aut ,pP,i.e., I[( r9 - I)A 11+O asg- e,. Then there exists a strongly continuous representation of G, U,, on H,
implementing rg L
Since in the example of Sec. II, TVand a(n) are norm
continuous, the existenceof commuting U(t), V(n) is ensured. We have found just one choice.
The norm continuity of Henle’s theorem is only rarely
true in models. On the other hand, Henle does not assume
(but proves) that r, is spatial. In our approach, as we are
only interested in g such that rg is spatial, there is room to
weaken the continuity assumption to a representation-dependent one. Thus we prove the following.
Modified Henle Theorem: Let ..@’
be a W * algebrawith a
properly infinite commutant, acting on a separableHilbert
space.Let G be a locally compact group of automorphisms of
& implemented by Ug E Aut H. SupposeU, is weakly measurable. Then there exist implementing operators U; without multiplier.
Pruofi Let K = L 2(G,H) and define for eachA E & the
operators r(A ) on L 2(G,H) by
(W))($)(
9): = Tg(AM(g) = u, AU, ‘+N g>
(seeM. Henle’). The right-hand side of the latter is measurable in g by assumption. The operator T( A ) is bounded:
IIdA 1II = essgsup
IIT, (A 1II = [IA Il.
The map A -+ rg (A ) is normal: If En is an increasing net of
then
with
bound
E,
projections
upper
=
Ug
E,,
U;
’
is
an
increasing
net
with
upper
Q-~6% )
bound U, EU; ’= (r(E))( g). Hence, themapA +r(A) is
normal. It implies that r(&‘) is a W*-algebra, Then on
L 2(G,H) define
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( V&)(h): = $4 g-‘h),
a unitary continuous representation.The map 7 is spatial:
3 R: H-L ‘(G,H) such, that 7(A) = RAR -i for, as Henle
notes,any isomorphismbetweenW *-algebras,both with infinite commutants, is spatial. Then R -I V,R is a continuous
true representationof G on Hand implements rg, Q.E.D.
As the last example, consider a spin chain on Z in a
magnetic field h in thez direction, with an additional term in
the Hamiltonian due to spin interaction of nearest neighbors:
H,=

-JT

r=l

Ui*Ui+, .

One can seethat there is an anomaly at p = CZ,(same as if
J = 0), but that it goes away at 0 <p< CC).
The last point

follows from Henle’s theorem, since the automorphisms
generated from H = H, + HJ are strongly continuous4
(Ho = h XT= , a:“‘), and commute with spacetranslations.
We now consider the representation at zero temperature.
Clearly, Ho and HJ commute and give spatial automorphisms in the representation ( r,fl,Hn ) given by the state
WCC0 ‘y, where y is the automorphism given in Sec. II. Let
U,,(r), UJ(t) be the one-parametergroups implementing
these automorphisms. It was shown in Ref. 1 that
U,(t)V(n)

=einh’V(n)Uo(t).
Define U(t) : = UO(t) U, (t). This will have the anomaly with V(n) provided V(n) and U,(t) commute. The
- JZp”=, aivi+,
is by HJ
implementation of
= 35 Zy= , P,,, + , , where Pi,, + I is the projection of C* 8 C2

onto the singlet state 2-“2( t 8 5 - 1 o t). We see that
FJ commutes with V(n); to be precise V( l)ZJa = FJ
V(I)fl.So
V(n)Z,Y
=jl;“JV(n)VI,where’PEN=span
(AR; A E local algebra). &jr is densein Fn , invariant under
V( n ) and FJ. Moreover, each Y E ,J/ is an analytic vector
for -W;, so .YJ generatesa unique group of unitaries U, (t)
that commutes with V(n). But that means U(t) V(n)
= V(n) U( t)einhr.

IV. CONCLUSION

Supposewe have an algebraof fields F on which acts a
locally compact gaugegroup 9. The 3 -invariant elements
of F comprisethe observablealgebra&. SupposeG, a symmetry group, acts on -c9,and eachg E Gis not spontaneously
broken, so is spatial and given by Ug . Obviously G commutes
with 9 in its action on &, as 59 acts trivially. But even if
each gaugetransformation E 3 is spatial, say W(u), u E 9,
it is not always true that W(U) commute with U( g), g E G.
In particular, an anomaly arisesif W(U) doesnot commute
with time evolution. But at positive temperature, we have
shown that, by modifying U, we can eliminate any multipliers of G. We interpret this as predicting that anomaliesmelt
away if T> 0; we can regard 3 X G as the group acting on
d, and so find a true representation.In particular, Galilean
quantum mechanicsbecomesclassical.
Thus, as mentionedin the abstract, the idea of Kuzmin,
Rubakov, and Shaposhnikovthat anomaliesin baryon currents might have causedthe baryon imbalancein the early
hot universeneedsreconsideration.5
The only way out of this meltdown is if the gaugegroup
is spontaneouslybroken.
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